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STYLE INFERNO
By Nader Ramadan
Images courtesy of Immagine Quattro
Marea & Malta designed by Gordan Guillaumier
Loft Sofa designed by Adriano Piazzesi
Auto-Reverse Sofa designed by Guiseppe Vigano
Arketipo Firenze Inkas designed by Arketio Firenze Co.

Loft Sofa (top angle)
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From the relics of abstractness
to the puzzling patterns of the
subconscious mind, Arketipo
Firenze has managed to come
up with a new definition of home
spaces, setting even higher
standards of innovation for the good
of the company’s buyers around the
world. Burn with inspiration!

Down to Earth, yet cozy and
comfy would best describe the new
products that Arketipo Firenze, an
Italian giant in the global furniture
market, designed this year for
homeowners wide and far to feast
their eyes on.
Building on the innovations of
the previous years, loft is a seating
system designed to let the user
experience comfort and develop

his/her own personal relationship
with the sofa. In this particular sofa,
designers created two different
seating units at different depths: (1)
the more traditional 75 cm and 120
cm unit for those who prefer sitting
upright. The back portion of the
sofa is adjustable having the ability
to be moved up and down, making
the sofa an ideal multipurpose open
space for relaxation.

Malta isn’t just in the middle
of the Mediterranean but it could
be in the living room of your own
home! This new couch is perfumed
with a Mediterranean essence,
evoking an aura of serenity with
its pragmatic combination of the
classical taste of Anglo-Saxon
inspiration and contemporary forms.
Both comfortable and cozy, soft lines
and sober colors come together to
produce mosaic of lightness and
warmth.

Arketipo Firenze Inkas
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Auto-Reverse

In an effort to say au revoir, we
would like you to meet Marea,
an L-shaped couch which spells
love from the designers who
made her! Marea is compatible
with a number of other items
including: “The small tables and
the isola cabinets, available in
glass or stone, can be used to
create compositions that are both

“An essential sofa that
combines classic forms with the
contemporary taste of slow living:
soft lines and sober colours give
lightness and warmth to the
environment. malta is enriched
by accurate details such as the
finishing and the materials,” it
said from the company’s press
statement. “The classic taste of
Anglo-Saxon inspiration is revised
in a contemporary way: the sober
and important structure, supported
by retro styled feet, contains
comfortable and welcoming seat
cushions.”
Meeting the Auto-Reverse could
be like meeting a couple you never
thought would be compatible. To
the naked eye, this sofa may look
untidy and casual, yet as well all
know appearances can be deceiving.
Contrasting this, the sofa exudes
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an extreme sense of detail and
formality. Designers successfully
tapped into the duality of this piece’s
character to create the ideal couch
for any pop art type pad.

attractive and functional,” said a
press statement from the company.
Last year, Arketipo was the
magnet for global attention with the
development of an innovative textile
with its culture solely based in
Tuscany. Their products sing culture,
and they’re not shy of showing it
off as with other aspects of their
business practices.

“In 2011 Arketipo, now
internationally recognized for its
excellent know-how, enriched by
the strength of the textile tradition
Tuscany, is acquired by Cattelan
Italy, company among the world
leaders the furnishings,” said a press
statement from the company. “It
is the beginning of a new era that
preserves the values and guarantees
the evolution of the business.”
Today, products Arketipo Florence
are present in approximately 8oo
outlets mainly in Italy, Austria,
Switzerland, UK, France, Former
Ussr, Australia, the Middle-East. It
is a multinational signature brand
which spells elegance for those who
know of it.

Malta Sofa (front angle)

Marea Sofa
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